Purpose -Image searching is a common activity for web users. Search engines offer image retrieval services based on textual queries. Previous studies have shown that web searching is more demanding when the search is not in English and does not use a Latin-based language. The aim of this paper is to explore the behaviour of the major search engines in image retrieval using Greek text queries and to present and evaluate an image metaseacher that combines semantically similar queries to improve the relevance in image retrieval. Design/methodology/approach -Initially the image retrieval capabilities (based on the number of items retrieved and their relevance) of search engines in Greek queries is studied with a number of semantically similar queries which differ in morphology. Then a system that produces semantically similar queries and merges their results is presented and the increase in relevance is measured. For the purpose of this paper, a number of queries suggested by a few students are run through the presented metasearcher and directly in the search engines. The participants of the evaluation study measured the precision in both cases. Findings -The initial evaluation revealed that search engines retrieve different results in queries that differ in morphology or in grammar but still express exactly the same information need. Omission of diacritics affects the retrieval negatively as well. The study showed that the number of relevant images increases by combining the results of queries that differ in morphology. Originality/value -The findings of this study could be applicable to other complex non-Latin languages based, for example, on the Cyrillic alphabet. The presented metasearcher is a framework on how to expand the image retrieval capabilities of existing search engines. Its modular nature allows the straightforward integration of other techniques that are tailored to the characteristics of specific natural languages.
Introduction
The number of images stored on the web increases daily and will continue to expand as the storage media become cheaper. To retrieve images from the web, related to a specific subject, one has to type one or more keywords in a search engine, e.g. Google (http://images.google.com), Yahoo! (http://images.yahoo.com) and MSN (www.live. com/?searchOnly ¼ true&scope ¼ images). These search engines retrieve images based on the context and not on the content of an image. Content-based image retrieval systems base the retrieval on the characteristics (for example colours and shapes) of an image (Gudivada and Raghavan, 1995) . Retrieval systems that use the surrounding text of an image are called concept-based image retrieval systems (Rui and Huang, 1999; Yang and Yang, 1999) . Search engines scan the surrounding text or the captions and the filenames of the images in order to retrieve images relevant to the user queries. Although it sounds quite simplistic to discover images relevant to a topic the reality is different, especially in non-English and non-Latin queries.
Greek is a non-Latin European language which uses a different alphabet and is grammatically more complex than the English language (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ Modern_Greek). It has conjugations and morphologically complex words (Triantafyllidis, 1941) . Articles, verbs, nouns, first names and surnames may be in various cases (nominative, genitive, etc.) , in singular or plural form and they are differentiated according to their gender (masculine, feminine, neuter). Additionally, diacritics are used, which are shifted according to the case of the word. So user queries may appear in various modes. For example, all the queries "1kpaíd1ysh skýlo6", "1kpaíd1ysh skýloy", "1kpaíd1ysh skýlvn" mean "dog training" and appear in different cases in singular and plural forms. In these three queries only the second term is altered. If the case of the first word is altered as well and if the diacritics are omitted then more queries describing the same user information need will be formulated.
In a previous study on the formulation of Greek queries it was identified that web searchers omit diacritics when they type their queries (Lazarinis, 2007a) . Both capital and lower case forms of the queries are used without a clear preference over one type. It was also shown that Google is the only search engine, from the international ones, that effectively handles the queries that differ in morphology but not in meaning (Lazarinis, 2007b) . But even Google handles only the upper or lower case differences and the exclusion of diacritics. Queries which differ simply in one ending produce different results.
However, image retrieval in Google and in the other worldwide search engines is trickier than text retrieval. For example, the queries "Ypologisth 6" and "YPOLOGISTHS" (computer) retrieved 552 and 112 images, respectively, in Google when run in March 2007. Additionally, the overlap among the first 20 images retrieved is small. Most of the image filenames are in a "Greeklish" mode (i.e. transliterated Greek words in a Latin language like format). Thus they are neither proper English words nor Greek words and therefore search engines cannot exploit them so as to offer more accurate results to users.
The purpose of this study is different to the image retrieval stream at the Cross Language Evaluation Forum (CLEF) which:
Supports global digital library applications by (i) developing an infrastructure for the testing, tuning and evaluation of information retrieval systems operating on European languages in both monolingual and cross-language contexts, and (ii) creating test-suites of reusable data which can be employed by system developers for benchmarking purposes (www. clef-campaign.org).
The ImageCLEF retrieval benchmark was established in 2003 with the aim of evaluating image retrieval from multilingual document collections (Clough et al., 2004) . In this study we aim at evaluating web image retrieval in monolingual non-English queries and suggesting improvements to existing search engines.
In the rest of the paper we evaluate the image retrieval capabilities of the international search engines in Greek queries with the aid of three users. Then a metasearch tool is presented which generates semantically similar queries and submits them to Google. It mixes their results to present users with refined sets of images. The Image retrieval system is evaluated with the aid of authentic queries provided by the three students. Finally, the application of the ideas presented in the current paper is discussed with respect to other non-English and non-Latin languages.
2. Retrieving web images using Greek queries Searching using Greek queries is a demanding task and requires knowledgeable users (Lazarinis, 2007b) . Queries that differ in morphology, or in an ending, retrieve different web pages. Based on the previous research, recognising some of the problems in retrieving images using Greek queries, a number of sample queries were run in the major search engines and their results were evaluated in terms of relevance.
Single-term queries
As reported in Jansen and Spink (2005) the majority of user queries submitted in search engines contain one or two terms. Therefore in this first experiment two single term queries, which are the simplest type of web queries, were run in the Greek Google (http://images.google.gr), Yahoo! (http://images.yahoo.com), MSN (www.live.com/ ?searchOnly ¼ true&scope ¼ images) and Picsearch (www.picsearch.com). The first query "Ypologisth 6" (computer) is a general purpose word and the second "Sá mo6" (Samos) is a Greek island. The queries were run on the same day in March 2007. Lazarinis (2007a) studied the form of Greek queries and reports that of the total 5,698 queries, 1,028 (18.04 per cent) queries were in upper case form and the rest, 4,670 (81.96 per cent), were in lower case or in title case (i.e. first letter of each word was capitalised). Also it was found that 46.21 per cent of the lower case queries contain at least one word without accent marks. Accent marks are not used in upper case queries in Greek. Based on these findings the sample queries were run in various forms as seen in Table I . Queries were run in lower case with (queries no. 1, no. 4) and without accents (queries no. 2, no. 5) and in upper case form (queries no. 3, no. 6). Table I presents the number of retrieved images for each query as they are indicated by the search engines.
The most important inference made from the number of retrieved images is that the morphology of the query severely affects the retrieval. Instead of focusing on the user information need, all the search engines used in the experiment focus on the form of the query. Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto (1999, p. 2) describe this behaviour as data retrieval and not as information retrieval. That is, the retrieval system focuses on the query form and not on its content or, in other words, the search engine does not focus on the user information need. In English image searching, results are identical in upper and lower case queries. Another conclusion is that, although the omission of diacritics does not influence text web retrieval (Lazarinis, 2007b) , at least in Google, the recall of images drops in all the search engines when accent marks are not used. This tactic reduces user satisfaction and increases the required user knowledge and effort on behalf of Greek users. The absence of diacritics affects other natural languages as well. For instance, the German queries "Bücher Berlin" and "Bucher Berlin" (Books Berlin) retrieved 159,000 and 14,400 images respectively in Google in October 2007. In the second case the umlaut was omitted and the number of retrieved documents drops drastically. Google and Yahoo! retrieved more results in all the queries than MSN and Picsearch. Therefore the latter two search engines were not used in the subsequent relevance estimation tests.
2.1.1 Relevance. The various query forms (see Table I ) run in the previous experiment were examined in terms of relevance. Three students ran these sample queries and evaluated their results. Evaluation was based on the first 20 ranked results. Naturally, in the queries that retrieved less than 20 images the evaluation was performed in these shorter result sets. Table II shows the number of relevant documents in each query. Relevance estimates are the combined estimates of all the evaluators, a practice applied in other search engine evaluation studies (e.g. Vaughan, 2004) . Users characterised each image as relevant or non-relevant. Different users may have different objectives and thus they classify images accordingly. Therefore we used the intersection of all the user estimates to categorise an image. In other words only those images that were judged as relevant by all the participants were considered as relevant.
Examining Table II , one can argue that in lower case questions without diacritics (queries no. 2 and no. 5) the relevance is worse, in addition to the lower number of retrieved images (see Table I ). Another conclusion is that, overall, the relevance is not as high as was expected, especially in the query "ypologisth 6" (computer). In Yahoo! the English version of the query (i.e. "computer" or "COMPUTER") retrieves 15 images that indeed depict a computer in the first 20 results. Another observation is that although the lower-case-with-diacritics queries (queries no. 1 and no. 4) retrieve more results than the upper case forms (queries no. 3 and no. 6) (see Table I ) the relevance of the results in the first 20 queries are comparable in both cases (see Table II ).
2.1.2 Running ten single-term queries. To further explore the effect of upper and lower case queries in the retrieval of relevant images the three users of the previous experiment were asked to provide ten single term queries. Image retrieval names of places, people, objects and animals. Thus they are general enough to cover the needs of the typical web user. Table IV shows the number of images retrieved in each form. Again it is understood that the morphology of the query affects the retrieval of images in Greek. Examining Table IV more thoroughly, we realise that the first query form (i.e. lower case with diacritics) retrieves more results on average than the other forms. The minimum number of images is retrieved in the lower case queries with no diacritics. However, in some cases the lower-case-no-diacritics form retrieves the same number of images as the upper case queries. This behaviour may originate from the final sigma. The Greek capital sigma is "S" but lower case sigma is "s" when it appears inside a word and "6" at the end of the word. Probably words ending in sigma are transformed internally by the search engines to words with the wrong form of sigma when they are capitalised or vice versa. That is why, in some cases, the second and the third query forms retrieve the same number of images while in other cases they retrieve different number of images. In any case, the second (lower case with diacritics) and third (upper case) query forms retrieve more images. Next, the three students were asked to evaluate the retrieved set of images. Figure 1 shows graphically the results of their estimations. Although it is not our intention to compare Google and Yahoo! these graphs show that in some queries Google is more accurate than Yahoo!, while in some others Yahoo! outnumbers Google in relevance. Therefore users should try both search engines especially in complex queries. The most important conclusion drawn from these graphs is that the number of relevant images is similar in lower case and upper case queries in the first 20 retrieved images. Lower case queries have a minor lead in relevance though. We should mention that we observed, but not thoroughly examined at this point, that the correlation of the result sets in the two query sets is low. For instance, the first 20 image sets of the queries "kiuá ra" and "KIQAPA" (guitar) are totally different. In the other queries the correlation is between 0 per cent and 30 per cent (i.e. six common images in the first 20 images). This observation and all the aforementioned deductions indicate that image searching is more difficult in a non-English language like Greek.
Queries with more terms
The above discussion and statistics were restricted to one-word queries. It is easily understood that more complex queries will cause more difficulties because the same query could be expressed in different ways. For example, the three students searched for images showing beaches of the island of Samos. The users formed three different queries "paralí16 sth sá mo" (beaches in Samos), "paralí16 th6 sá moy" (beaches of Samos) and "paralí16 sá mo6" (beaches Samos). Table V shows the number of images retrieved in each of the three variations. By studying these queries it can be Image retrieval seen that the word "Samos" appears in a different case in the three queries (nominative and genitive) and that there is an extra word (article) in the first two queries. By eliminating the article (sth) from the first query (paralí16 sth sá mo) Google retrieves respectively 13 images and Yahoo! 85 instead of 0 and 18 that were previously retrieved. The second query "paralí16 th6 sá moy" contains the stopword "th6". Running the query without the stopword, Google retrieves 147 images and Yahoo! retrieves 138 images. Although the correlation of the results between the two cases is high (i.e. 17 common images), the fact that words of low discriminatory value, such as articles and prepositions, affect significantly the retrieval process remains.
The declension of the query terms affects also the retrieval of images. For example, the two word queries "paralí16 sá mo6", "paralí16 sá moy", "paralí16 sá mo" retrieve in Google 22, 121 and 13 results, respectively. The relevance in the first 20 recalled images are 12, 20 and 4, respectively. The query "paralí16 sá moy" has the highest recall and relevance. This form is in genitive case and it is the most natural way to find this pair of words in text.
English nouns do not have conjugations and thus retrieval is simpler. Also, in English web image retrieval, search engines can exploit the filenames of the images. Image filenames in Greek web pages are usually in "Greeklish" form (Greek words typed in Latin characters) or they are in English. In either case they cannot match to the Greek query. Overall, in grammatically and morphologically complex European languages like Greek, Russian, Serbian and in Asian languages, retrieval of images is evidently more demanding since search engines do not value the linguistic intelligence of each language.
Improving image retrieval in Greek queries
To help Greek users retrieve more relevant images, an enhanced searching mechanism was created based on the above presented observations (see Figure 2 ). This tool routes the queries through a series of successive subroutines (see Figure 3) ; initially queries are normalised. At the moment, the normalisation module removes any unnecessary punctuation marks and eliminates the common words based on the Greek stopword list presented (Lazarinis, 2007c) .
The purpose of the formulation of an alternative queries module is to create semantically similar queries. Based on a set of linguistic rules this module will create multiple versions of each query that will be eventually submitted to the search engine or simply proposed to users in case of queries that produce no results. Currently, this module creates two versions of each query; a query in title case and a query in capital letters.
Finally, the queries produced are submitted to Google and their results are merged into a single result set. More specifically, the recalled images from each query are divided in groups of tens. The first two groups of ten images from each query create a group of 20 images. Then the next ten-image groups create another group of 20 images and so on. Figure 4 shows the first 20 images retrieved in Google for the query "kiuá ra" (guitar) and Figure 5 depicts the first 20 images for "KIQAPA". Our tool merges the first ten images of Figure 4 with the first ten images of Figure 5 and presents users with the results shown in Figure 6 . Evidently, the results of merging Google's outputs are better than the results of each of the individual queries. 
Image retrieval
At the moment the new queries are submitted to Google only. But, as can be concluded from Table IV and Figure 1 , in some cases Google's performance is worse than Yahoo! and MSN. Taking this fact into account, in future the system will be expanded to submit the queries to Yahoo! and to MSN as well. Then the results of all the three search engines will be merged and projected back to the users. Additionally, the system needs to be further developed to create more versions of the initial queries. For example, creating lemmatised versions of the queries submitted (i.e. in nominative case) and utilising them with the original query would be a rather interesting research path in a natural language like Greek. Automatic query translations to English, identification of spelling errors and utilisation of thesauri are some of the standard IR techniques that could be applied to improve Greek concept based image searching. 
Evaluation
Although the system is still under development, its alpha version was tested so as to realise its potential and its shortcomings. The three students re-ran the ten queries presented in Table III and evaluated their results. These evaluation experiments were performed in early April 2007. First we re-ran the experiment presented in section 2.1.2 to ensure that there are no major changes in the number of recalled images and in their relevance, since the two evaluation experiments were performed within a distance of 20 days. In this second evaluation experiment the queries were submitted in our tool as they appear in Table III ; that is in lower case with diacritics. The system then automatically generated the upper case version of the queries and submitted both versions in Google. The results of the two queries were mixed and their results were presented to users. Finally, the users evaluated the relevance of the 20 first images of these sets. We need to mention that common images are presented once to the users. For example, if an image is included in the first ten images of both the initial result sets, it was presented only once to the users and its second occurrence is replaced by the 11th image of the second set, in the mixed result set.
As seen in Figure 7 mixing of the result sets increases the number of relevant images. In seven of the ten queries the number of retrieved relevant images increased. Image retrieval
In the remaining three questions the number of relevant images is equal to the higher of the two other cases. The number of relevant documents is better in the next 20 images as well as in the combined set of images compared to the distinct queries. This experiment is an indication that in a non-English language like Greek there is "lots of room" for improvements in concept-based image retrieval. Google and other worldwide search engines do not have a clear understanding of the linguistic features of Greek and possibly of other non-English languages. Techniques for expanding tagging information (Begelman et al., 2006) could also be applied so as to improve image retrieval in complex non-Latin languages.
Synopsis and discussion
This short paper explored some of the factors influencing the retrieval of web images in Greek queries. A number of queries were submitted in some major search engines. Queries which differ only in their form and not in their content, recalled different images. This behaviour affects natural languages with complex grammatical rules and multiple diacritics (e.g. Greek, French, German, Serbian, etc.).
In Lin et al. (2003) images are re-ranked based on a probability model. In the current work images from different queries are combined to produce an enhanced image list. The metasearcher is aware of some of the linguistic and morphological features of the Greek language and combines the images recalled from queries with similar content but with different form. The initial evaluation of the system in single word queries showed a significant increase in the number of relevant images in the top 20 ranked images. The tool is a framework on how to expand the capabilities of existing search engines. Its modular nature allows the straightforward integration of other information retrieval techniques.
Lemmatisation and other information retrieval techniques, such as stemming (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stemming), spelling detection and correction techniques (Kukich, 1992) , should be applied to reformulating the queries. Merging of the results should be then evaluated against the original queries. Our work needs to be expanded based on the query patterns of Greek users. User behaviour during image searching should be further studied so as to propose improvements of search engines adapted to the query patterns and the linguistic characteristics of the query's natural language (Fukumoto, 2004) .
Similar problems to the ones discussed in this paper can be found in other languages. For example, the German queries "bücher" (books) and "bucher" retrieve totally different images in Google. The Italian terms "università" (university) and "universita" produce similar images but ranked differently. In Yahoo! the Russian terms "LOJDa" (book) and "LOJDA" retrieve a large number of images but the second form retrieves approximately 5,000 images in addition. In Google the Russian words "paboyek" (worker) and "paboyeJ" retrieve 19,400 and 3 images, respectively, and the terms "ëhJlJ" (hedgehog) and "ehJlJ" retrieve 963 and 6 images. These simple examples show that the form or the omission of the diacritics influence negatively the retrieval of images in the major search engines. Queries consisting of more than one term would be more problematic. Search engines need to become more intelligent and adaptable to the linguistic features of the non-English languages and to the user query patterns.
